Title: Independent Garden Center – Intern

City/State: Romulus, Michigan

Description: If you have a passion for gaining practical experience in a fast paced large 12 acre independent Garden Center, then this opportunity is for you. This program will allow you to work with numerous different types of spring crops including, but not limited to, hundreds of Annuals, Perennials, and Vegetables. You will learn watering/feeding practices and will be given a house in the greenhouse each evening worked to determine a predicted watering schedule for the next day. You will be expected to help stock tables as needed and you will gain experience in the “Schwartz’s Way”, in costumer relations, which has led us to a 5 star review on many different online review sites (facebook, yelp, yahoo).

This program runs for 6 weeks beginning May 1st and runs through the beginning of June (Start date flexible). Work hours vary from 7:30 AM until 8:00 PM. Most schedules consist of 8 hours a day and at least 40 hours a week (W/ numerous opportunities for overtime). We are located in Romulus Michigan about 30 minutes east of Ann Arbor and 30 minutes southwest of Detroit.

Benefit: $9/hr is the starting pay rate with weekly reviews of performance for opportunities to acquire raises, with uniforms provided.

Requirements: You must be self-motivated and willing to learn in a high paced environment

Contact: Email Resume to:
Chris Schwartz – chris@schwartzgreenhouse.net
Call with questions at 734-753-9269 Ext. 16